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WHO WE ARE
BEX is an active lifestyle brand focused on creating the perfect balance between style, 

performance & functionality. Driven by innovation, the Company manufactures & distributes 
performance sunglasses, caps, apparel and accessories. The spirit of BEX is best expressed by our 
valued customers who wear our products day in and day out as they pursue life’s every adventure. 

BEX Sunglasses stand apart in design & innovation. Each pair is lightweight, stylish and feature 
premium polarized lens technology for superior eye protection and optical clarity. BEX sunglasses 
are engineered to stay comfortably on your face, complementing any active lifestyle. Our distinct 
product attracts an ever-growing audience from cowboys to urbanites, professional athletes to ski 

bums, business-suits to fishing guides.

Headquarters in Logandale, Nevada, the BEX team works diligently to provide the finest in quality 
products & exceptional customer service.   
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DELVIN
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DELVIN
Wholesale: $50.00

Size: 50mm lens width; 40mm lens height; 19mm bridge width; 145mm temple length.

Matte black nylon frame with stainless steel hinge. The 
temples have a printed BEX logo just after the hinge.

Matte tortoise nylon frame with stainless steel hinge. The 
front frame has a tortoise to transparent gradient. The 
temples have a printed BEX logo just after the hinge.

Order quantity:

Order quantity:

Style #: V3MB

Style #: V3MT
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ARTEMIS
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ARTEMIS
Wholesale: $50.00

Size: 51mm lens width; 40mm lens height; 15mm bridge width; 143mm temple length.

Matte black nylon frame with stainless steel hinge. The 
temples have a printed BEX logo just after the hinge.

Matte tortoise nylon frame with stainless steel hinge. The 
front frame has a tortoise to transparent gradient. The 
temples have a printed BEX logo just after the hinge.

Order quantity:

Order quantity:

Style #: V2MB

Style #: V2MT
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LAWRENCE
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LAWRENCE
Wholesale: $60.00

Size: 50mm lens width; 37mm lens height; 19mm bridge width; 140mm temple length.

Matte black nylon front frame with titanium gunmetal 
temple and acetate temple tips. The temples have a laser 

etched BEX logo on the temple.

Tortoise nylon front frame with titanium Matte black temple 
and acetate temple tips. The temples have a laser etched 

BEX logo on the temple.

Order quantity:

Order quantity:

Style #: V4BG

Style #: V4TB
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PRESCRIPTION SUNGLASSES
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WESLEY

WESLEY XL

Style #: WXBR
Color: Rose/Brown

Style #: WBGL
Color: Black/Lavender

Style #: WGGI
Color: Gunmetal/Iris

Style #: WB9
Color: Black/Gray

Style #: WGGS
Color: Gold/Sky

Style #: WBGR
Color: Burgundy/Gold

Wholesale: $89.50
Size: 56mm lens width; 52mm lens height; 16mm bridge width; 135mm temple length. 

W4SB - Shiny silver stainless steel frame with black accents. The lens is a BEX Live Gray tint.
WXBR - Shiny rose gold stainless steel frame with white accents. The lens is a Fader Brown gradient tint.

WGGS - Shiny gold stainless steel frame with clear accents. The lens is a  Live Gray tint with a Sky Echo.
WGGI - Matte gunmetal stainless steel frame with black and black tortoise accents. The lens is a Forest Shade tint with a 

Lavender Glaze coating.
WBGL - Shiny black stainless steel frame with black and black tortoise accents. The lens is a Live Gray tint with a Lavender 

Glaze coating.
WBGR - Matte burgundy stainless steel frame with black and black tortoise accents. The lens is a Live Gray tint with a Rose 

Glaze coating.
WB9 - Matte stainless steel frame with black accents. The lens is a BEX Live Gray tint

Wholesale:  $94.50 
Size: 56mm lens width; 60mm lens height; 16mm bridge width; 140mm temple length. 
S58SG - Shiny silver stainless steel frame with black accents. The lens is a BEX Live Gray tint.

Style #: W4SB
Color: Silver/Gray

Style #: S58SG
Color: Silver/Gray
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Wholesale:  $84.50 
Size: 56mm lens width; 55mm lens height; 15mm bridge width; 138mm temple length. 
S58SG - S56RB: a shiny rose gold frame with a BEX Vibrant Brown Fader lens.

Wholesale: $94.50 
Size: 56mm lens width; 57mm lens height; 16mm bridge width; 137mm temple length. 
S65SG - Shiny silver front frame, black TR90 temples, and a Live Gray Polarized lens.
S65GB - Gold front frame, Tortoise TR90 temples, and a Vibrant Brown tint with a Silver Glaze coating Polarized lens.
S65BG - S65BG - Matte black front frame, black TR90 temples, and a Live Gray Polarized lens.

WESLEY X

WESLEY XS

Style #: S65SG
Color: Silver/Gray

Style #: S65SG
Color: Gold/Brown

Style #: S65BG
Color: Black/Gray

Style #: S58SG
Color: Rose/Brown
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Wholesale:  $89.50 
Size: Lens height 43mm, lens width 58mm, nose bridge width 16mm, temple from hinge to tip 143mm. 

S48BG - Matte black flexible stainless steel frame with black custom molded TPR temple tip. Live Gray tinted lens.

Wholesale: $94.50 
Size: 56mm lens width; 52mm lens height; 16mm bridge width; 135mm temple length. 

R4SB - Shiny silver frame with a logo detail on the top bar. This style has a black temple tip and black nose pads.
RXBR - Shiny rose gold frame with a logo detail on the top bar. This style has a white temple tip and white nose pads.

RGGS - Matte gold frame with a logo detail on the top bar. This style has a clear temple tip and clear nose pads.
RB9 - Matte black frame with a logo detail on the top bar. This style has a glossy black temple tip and black nose pads.

RBGL - Glossy black frame with a logo detail on the top bar. This style has a black tortoise temple tip and black nose pads.
RBGR - Matte burgundy frame with a logo detail on the top bar. This style has a black tortoise temple tip and black nose pads.

RANGER

ROCKEY X

Style #: RXBR
Color: Rose/Brown

Style #: RBGL
Color: Black/Lavender

Style #: RB9
Color: Black/Gray

Style #: RGGS
Color: Gold/Sky

Style #: RBGR
Color: Burgundy/Gold

Style #: R4SB
Color: Silver/Gray

Style #: S48BG
Color: Black/Gray
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Wholesale:  $75.00 
Size: Lens height 38mm, lens width 58mm, nose bridge width 17mm, temple from hinge to tip 140mm. 
B3RX - A matte black stainless steel frame with a Live Gray lens.

Wholesale: $94.50 
Size: Lens height 49mm, lens width 57mm, nose bridge width 16mm, a temple from hinge to tip 137mm. 
S69SG - Shiny silver front frame, black TR90 temples, and a Live Gray Polarized lens.
S69GB - Gold front frame, Tortoise TR90 temples, and a Vibrant Brown tint with a Silver Glaze coating Polarized lens.
S69BG - S65BG - Matte black front frame, black TR90 temples, and a Live Gray Polarized lens.

RANGER X

ROCKYT

Style #: S69SG
Color: Silver/Gray

Style #: S69GB
Color: Gold/Brown

Style #: S69BG
Color: Black/Gray

Style #: B3RX
Color: Black/Gray
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Wholesale:  $69.50 
Size: Lens height 42mm, lens width 60mm, nose bridge width 17mm, temple from hinge to tip 128mm. 

S6BG - Matte black high-performance thermal plastic frame.. The side logo is a tonal metal BEX Icon logo.

Wholesale: $69.50
Size: Lens height 45mm, lens width 55mm, nose bridge width 18mm, a temple from hinge to tip 139mm. 

S9BG - Matte Black thermal plastic frame with silver foil logo embeded into the temple. 
S9TBG - Tortoise stripped brown thermal plastic frame with gold foil logo embeded into the temple.

S9TGS - Tortoise Gray thermal plastic frame with silver foil logo embeded into the temple.

JAEBYRD II

GHAVERT II

Style #: S9BG
Color: Black/Gray

Style #: S9TBG
Color: Tortoise Brown/Gold

Style #: S9TGS
Color: Tortoise Gray/Sky

Style #: S6BG
Color: Black/Gray
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Wholesale: $70.00 
Size: Lens height 41mm, lens width 58mm, nose bridge width 14mm, a temple from hinge to tip 140mm. 
S18BGS - Matte black frame B titanium frame with black nose pads and a black tortoise shell temple tip accent.
S18BBS - Matte black frame with with brown nose pads and a black tortoise shell temple tip accent.

Wholesale: $70.00 
Size: Lens height 47mm, lens width 53mm, nose bridge width 19mm, a temple from hinge to tip 141mm. 
S43BGS - Matte silver frame with matte black exterior accent, and black nose pads.
S43BGB - Matte gold frame with matte black exterior accent, and black nose pads.

Style #: S18BGS
Color: Black/Gray

Style #: S43BGSColor: 
Black/Silver

Style #: S18BBS
Color: Black/Brown

Style #: S43BGB
Color: Black/Gold

DRAEKLYN

COLE
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Wholesale: $74.50
Size: 43mm lens width; 55mm lens height; 16mm bridge width; 142mm temple length. 

S46BG - Matte black thermal plastic frame, with a raised logo detail on the temple. 
S46BGS - Glossy black thermal plastic frame, with a raised logo detail on the temple.
S46TB - Matte tortoise thermal plastic frame, with a raised logo detail on the temple. 
S46BGL - Glossy black thermal plastic frame, with a raised logo detail on the temple.

S46TGS - Shiny gray/black tortoise thermal plastic frame, with a raised logo detail on the temple.

GRIZ

Style #: S46BGL
Color: Black/Lavender

Style #: S46TB
Color: Tortoise/Brown

Style #: S46TGS
Color: Tortoise Gray/Sky

Style #: S46BG
Color: Black/Gray

Style #: S46BGS
Color: Black/Silver

Wholesale: $ 89.50
Size: Lens height 48mm, lens width 59mm, nose bridge width 15mm, a temple from hinge to tip 133mm. 

S41SGS - Shiny silver frame with a lens that overlaps the front frame. This style has a transparent gray temple tip and black 
nose pads.

S41GBS - Shiny gold frame with a lens that overlaps the front frame. This style has a transparent honey temple tip and 
brown nose pads.

Style #: S41SGS
Color: Silver/Gray

Style #: S41GBS
Color: Gold/Brown

PILOT
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Wholesale: $79.50
Size: 47mm lens width; 63mm lens height; 17mm bridge width; 130mm temple length. 
S50BG - Matte black high-performance thermoplastic frame, with gray silicone temple inserts, and a matte black metal icon 
insert on the exterior.
S50BGS - Matte black high-performance thermoplastic frame, with gray silicone temple inserts, and a matte black metal 
icon insert on the exterior.
S50TBG - Matte tortoise high-performance thermoplastic frame, with black silicone temple inserts, and a gold metal icon 
insert on the exterior.
S50FGG - Matte forest tortoise high-performance thermoplastic frame, with black silicone temple inserts, and a silver metal 
icon insert on the exterior.

Wholesale: $84.50
Size: 47mm lens width; 65mm lens height; 16mm bridge width; 132mm temple length. 
S49BG - Matte black high-performance thermoplastic frame, with gray silicone temple inserts, and a matte black metal icon 
insert on the exterior.
S49BGS - Matte black high-performance thermoplastic frame, with gray silicone temple inserts, and a matte black metal 
icon insert on the exterior.
S49TBG - Matte tortoise high-performance thermoplastic frame, with black silicone temple inserts, and a gold metal icon 
insert on the exterior.
S49FGG - Matte forest tortoise high-performance thermoplastic frame, with black silicone temple inserts, and a silver metal 
icon insert on the exterior.

CREVALLE

FIN

Style #: S50FGG
Color: Forest/Green

Style #: S49FGG
Color: Forest/Green

Style #: S50TBG
Color: Tortoise/Gold

Style #: S49TBG
Color: Tortoise/Gold

Style #: S50BGS
Color: Black/Silver

Style #: S50BG
Color: Black/Gray

Style #: S49BGS
Color: Black/Silver

Style #: S49BG
Color: Black/Gray
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Wholesale: $ 30.00
Size: Lens height 40mm, lens width 49mm, nose bridge width 17mm, a temple from hinge to tip 120mm. 

S17BGB - Matte black thermoplastic frame with a silver screen printed BEX logo on the temples.
S17BGP - Glossy black thermoplastic frame with a white screen printed BEX logo on the temples.

Style #: S17BGB
Color: Black/Gray

Style #: S17BGP
Color: Black/Pink

Wholesale: $65.00
Size: 44mm lens width; 63mm lens height; 14mm bridge width; 130mm temple length. 

S52BG - Matte black high-performance thermoplastic frame, with gray silicone temple inserts, and a matte black metal icon 
insert on the exterior.

S52BGS - Matte black high-performance thermoplastic frame, with gray silicone temple inserts, and a matte black metal 
icon insert on the exterior.

S52TBG - Matte tortoise high-performance thermoplastic frame, with black silicone temple inserts, and a gold metal icon 
insert on the exterior.

S52FGG - Matte forest tortoise high-performance thermoplastic frame, with black silicone temple inserts, and a silver metal 
icon insert on the exterior.

SONAR

Style #: S52BGS
Color: Black/Silver

Style #: S52TBG
Color: Tortoise/Gold

Style #: S52FGG
Color: Forest/Green

Style #: S52BG
Color: Black/Gray

BABY BYRD - KIDS
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FIXTURES

Price: $1,600.00 
Style #: D2020SUNFLOOR
Color: Black
Description: BEX dealers enjoy healthy profit margins on what 
requires a relatively small amount of space in their retail location. 
Consider that this fixture displays more than $3,000 of the retail 
product while occupying less than two square feet of floor space.

This free-standing sunglass fixture features 36 pairs of sunglasses 
in front of a soft white illuminated panel. The unique locking 
system secures the product but allows the customer to touch, feel 
and recognize the BEX quality. 

Capacity: 36 Pairs of Sunglasses and 12 Pairs Back Stock

Dimensions: Height: 80” Width: 25” Depth: 25”

Price: $1,000.00 
Style #: D2020SUNCOUNTER
Color: Black
Description: BEX dealers enjoy healthy profit margins on what 
requires a relatively small amount of space in their retail location. 
Consider that this fixture displays more than $1,500 of the retail 
product while occupying a small amount of counter space.

This counter sunglass fixture features 18 pairs of sunglasses in front of 
a soft white illuminated panel. The unique locking system secures the 
product but allows the customer to touch, feel and recognize the BEX 
quality. 

Capacity: 18 Pairs of Sunglasses and 6 Pairs Back Stock

Dimensions: Height: 38” Width: 25” Depth: 25”

FREE STANDING SUNGLASS 
FIXTURE (36 PIECE)

COUNTER SUNGLASS DISPLAY (18 PIECE)

*Shipping and handling not included on all fixtures. 
*Ask your sales representative about introductory wholesale packages that include this display fixture.
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a_lamontagne@bexsunglasses.com
3100 N. Mopa Valley Blvd.

Logandale, NV 89021
P: 702.823.3939
F: 702.398.3027

BEXwholesale.com


